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juanita brooks died on 26 august 1989 in st george utah
at ninety one years of age I1 first heard of her during my student
days at brigham young university when dr eugene campbell in
a utah history class described her book the mountain meadows
massacre as having heralded a new age of mormon historiog-
raphy at the time this comment meant little to me but when
dr campbell said that juanita would on occasion become so
immersed in writing that she forgot to eat I1 was impressed at that
period in my life writing was an onerous burden and to an extent
will always be such and I1 remember wondering how anyone could
become so absorbed with writing as to lose track of mealtime

A few weeks later I1 had the privilege ofmeeting juanita at the
church historians office it was in the old days when there were
just two rectangular tables available for scholars on the third floor
of the church administration building on south temple street
the close quarters brought a kind of intimacy amongresearchersamong researchers
and made it possible for a novice like myself to work at the same
table with a noted historian like juanita brooks As I1 recall I1
initiated the single exchange I1 had with her I1 said I1 was writing a
thesis on the historical development of the word of wisdom in a
firm but polite manner she responded well young man I1 think
you ought to tell it like it was

juanita brooks ofcourse was noted for telling it like it was
even when the telling dealt with sensitive events such as mountain
meadows or controversial people such as john D lee but neither
candor nor grit alone would have carried her so far along the path
that in retrospect she seemed destined to follow her insatiable
curiosity and determination were complemented by an uncanny
ability to locate primary documents she was a fine stylist who
wrote with clarity grace and sympathy although she enjoyed
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meaningful friendships with scholars of a naturalistic bent she
diverged sharply whenever their assessments tended to ignore or
deny the divine indeed her faithfulness was as remarkable as her
feistinessfoistinessfeistiness and while her scholarly achievements are obvious they
are no more notable than her domestic accomplishments she was
a devoted wife and mother who lived a life that can only be
described as highly principled and morally upright in short
juanita brooks had impressive credentials both as a historian and
as a human being credentials that were bound to be noted by some
aspiring biographer

levi S peterson a professor of english at weber state
college first became interested in juanita brooks in 1973 and
began writing her biography in 1985 it would seem that peterson
who had won awards for his novels and short stories successfully
made the sometimes tricky transition from novelist to biographer
juanita brooks mormon woman historian received the david W
and beatrice C evans award for biography in 1987 the mormon
history association best book award in 1988 and a special
citation from the association for mormon letters in 1989

BYU studies is committed not only to reviewing all important
works that deal with the mormon experience but to giving special
attention to works of unusual significance in keeping with this
policy we invited three scholars to write review essays on juanita
brooks newell G bringhurst a professor of history at the college
of the sequoias is currently compiling materials for a projected
biography of fawn M brodie maureen ursenbach beecher a
research associate professor in the joseph fielding smith institute
for church history at brigham young university is completing a
biography of eliza R snow louis C midgley is a professor of
political science at brigham young university and a critic of what
some have called the new mormon history


